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Briefing note: EITI and commodity trading 
In many countries, the state receives a share of oil and gas that is being produced. These physical 
revenues can occur because the state or a State-Owned Enterprise (SOE) operates or owns shares in 
a producing license, through the existence of production-sharing contracts, or when companies 
make payments such as royalties with physical commodities rather than money.   

The state or the SOE then sells these physical resources, often to trading companies. Given 
that governments implementing the EITI have to account for all revenues received from 
natural resources, trading companies increasingly figure in EITI Reports.  

In some countries, the management of the state’s share of oil and gas is often an area of perceived 
corruption and limited accountability. Lack of transparency about how much the state receives 
from the sale of its oil and gas also creates a distorted picture of government revenues from the 
extractive sector. The EITI therefore requires reporting on these sales in accordance with EITI 
requirement 4.1.c. 

Requirement 4.1.c Sale of the state’s share of production or other revenues collected in-kind: 

Where the sale of the state’s share of production or other revenues collected in-kind is material, the 
government, including state-owned enterprises, are required to disclose the volumes sold and 
revenues received. The published data must be disaggregated to levels commensurate with the 
reporting of other payments and revenue streams (Requirement 5.2.e). Reporting could also break 
down disclosures by the type of product, price, market, and sale volume. Where practically feasible, 
the multi-stakeholder group is encouraged to task the Independent Administrator with reconciling 
the volumes sold and revenues received by including the buying companies in the reporting 
process. 

Source: EITI Standard, p. 27 

In EITI implementing countries where production sales generate material revenues, the entity that 
sells the commodities – typically a SOE – should report on the sales in a detailed manner.  The 
reporting should include the volume of the sale and the revenues received.  Because different 
commodities have different values, the report could also indicate what type of commodity was 
sold, e.g. the grade of crude oil, as well as the date of the sale given the frequent fluctuations in 
commodity prices. As with all EITI reporting, the information should be broken down by company, 
in this case the different companies that buy resources from the state. All sales should be covered 
in order to provide a clear picture of how the state dispatches of the entirety of its production share 
and in-kind revenues. Along with sales for export, this includes sales to domestic buyers or state-
owned refineries where applicable.  

The EITI encourages the reconciliation of the volumes sold and revenues received, the same way 
that other revenue streams are reconciled in EITI reports. Reconciliation includes issuing reporting 
templates to all the companies that buy oil, gas or minerals from the state or SOE. In some 
countries, like Ghana and Chad, this is just a handful of buying companies. In others, the number is 
higher. In Iraq EITI, sale data is collected from nearly 40 companies, mostly foreign buying 
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companies. The EITI Report then compares the sale data from the SOE (the seller) with that from 
the companies that buy the oil.  

To date Chad, Indonesia, Iraq, Nigeria and the Republic of Congo are among the EITI implementing 
countries that have disclosed some information about the revenues from the sale of oil and gas 
(see examples in Box 1 below).  Further implementing countries are expected to do so as they 
publish their EITI Reports by the end of 2014.  

 

Box 1 – Example of oil sales reporting in Iraq  

Example from Iraq EITI: Iraq’s EITI reports reconcile payments made by companies that buy oil 
and revenues received by the government from the sale of the government’s oil in the EITI report 
(see figure 5). The report also includes a reconciliation of volumes sold as well as a description of 
the sale process, and average monthly prices and export quantities for the four main buying 
markets: North America, Europe, Asia and the special bilateral deal with Jordan. 

Figure 1 – Reconciliation of payments and revenues from the sale of oil in Iraq 
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Box 2 – Example of oil sales reporting in Nigeria 

Example from Nigeria EITI: NEITI’s 2009-2011 physical and process audit report, Annex B, includes 
an explanation and review of the procedures for pricing Nigerian oil, an assessment of the 
conformity with the procedures, and a review of the contracts between NNPC and the companies 
buy Nigerian oil.  It also includes cargo-by-cargo sale data (see figure 6). 

Figure 2 – NEITI cargo-by cargo data 
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Box 3 – Example of oil sales reporting in the Republic of the Congo 

Example from the Republic of the Congo: The Republic of the Congo discloses quarterly reports 
on the sales of the government’s oil by its state owned company, Societe National de Petrol du 
Congo (SNPC). These quarterly reports include: (i) a reconciliation of volumes received by SNPC 
from its Production Sharing Agreements (PSA); (ii) detailed information on the commercialisation 
of the oil (volume, price and revenues received for each shipment and each type of blend), and (iii) 
revenues paid to treasury for each shipment. 

Figure 3 – Commercialisation of government’s oil by SNPC 
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Questions and Answers 
Why is oil sales transparency important, and why should commodity-trading companies participate 
in the EITI? 

Participation of commodity trading companies in the EITI reporting process will help citizens in EITI 
implementing countries ensure that there are high standards of transparency and accountability in 
the trading of their natural resources. It also contributes to reduce the risk of corruption in the 
trading of oil, gas and minerals on behalf of the government. The EITI is the global standard for 
openness around the management of revenues from natural resources, now implemented by 48 
resource-rich countries. These countries publish EITI Reports where the government discloses how 
much it receives from extractive companies operating in their country and these companies 
disclose how much they pay. Commodity trading companies buy oil from governments and 
therefore make significant payments to governments and State-owned enterprises (SOEs), which 
should also be disclosed in EITI Reports.   

Isn’t the EITI voluntary?  

Countries voluntarily commit to implement the EITI. However, once a country is admitted as an EITI 
implementing country, all companies that make material payments to the government are 
required to disclose their payments, and all government agencies that receive these payments are 
required to disclose their revenues. These figures are reconciled by an Independent Administrator 
in the country’s EITI Report. EITI disclosure is mandated by law, decrees, regulations or PSAs in most 
implementing countries.  

What does it mean to be an EITI supporting company?  

A Supporting Company publicly supports the EITI and helps to promote the Standard 
internationally and in countries where it operates. Being an EITI Supporting Company does not 
require additional reporting or disclosure of payments beyond what is required for all companies 
operating in countries implementing the EITI. Becoming an EITI Supporting Company enables 
commodity trading companies to contribute to shaping global policy on transparency in 
commodity trading and gain access to a wide network of extractive companies that deal with 
increasing demands for transparency and reporting related to the extractive sector. The EITI has 
also increasingly become a forum where the companies, civil society and governments meet to 
reach compromises that further a common agenda of transparency and accountability in the 
management of natural resources. For further information, go to the EITI website 
https://eiti.org/supporters/companies.  

When will disclosures on oil sales happen? 

To date, the EITI countries Chad, Indonesia, Iraq, Nigeria and the Republic of Congo have disclosed 
some information about the revenues from the sale of oil and gas (see examples in Box 1 above).  
Further implementing countries are expected to do so as they publish their EITI Reports by the end 
of 2014. 
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With Trafigura’s commitment to disclose what they pay to governments for buying their oil, figures 
for the following countries will be available: Colombia, Côte d'Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Mozambique, Norway, Peru, the Republic of Congo, Senegal, 
Tanzania, the United Kingdom, the Unites States, and Zambia This information will be disclosed in 
EITI Reports published by each country and also on Trafigura’s Annual Report to be published 
December 2015. 

 


